Translating Warhol: *turbamento*, transmutation, transference

Reva Wolf

In interviews, the artist Ai Weiwei likes to say that the first book he read in English, after arriving in New York City in the early 1980s, was *The Philosophy of Andy Warhol (From A to B and Back Again)*, originally published in 1975. The reason, he has often said, is that Warhol’s language was simple: ‘It was easy to understand; it was written in Twitter language’; it ‘was easy to read for a non-English speaker.’¹ However, residing within the seemingly simple language of Warhol’s book are ambiguities, double meanings, and opaque descriptions, thus rendering the book—like Warhol’s other publications—difficult to translate into other languages and sometimes even hard to comprehend for careful readers whose first language is English.

A recent translator of *The Philosophy of Andy Warhol* into Chinese, Kou Huaiyu, confronted such challenges in Warhol’s use of terms that were culture-specific or employed in an unusual way or context. For example, a salesman at the
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department store, ‘straightening out the Camp socks rack’, might be working at a rack of either socks for camping, campy socks as in the sense of Susan Sontag’s famous 1964 essay, ‘Notes on Camp’, or, since the word is capitalized, socks with the brand name Camp.² In other cases, the dialogue format within the book creates a clear confusion between the literal and the figurative, or reality and appearance, such as the conversation about whether the Swiss actress and model Ursula Andress was short or looked short.³

Approaches to translating Warhol

The ambiguities and at times deliberate openness to various possible meanings within Warhol’s language—which, for the purposes of this study, refers to a set of collaborative initiatives understood to be ‘by’ Warhol and in his voice—can create an immense challenge for the translator, inviting a mountain of questions on how to proceed.⁴ Should the translations be annotated, in order to explain to the reader the range of possible meanings of, for example, ‘Camp socks rack’?—an approach called ‘thick translation’ by one of its promoters, Kwame Anthony Appiah.⁵ Or should the meaning be left open by the translator, for readers to puzzle over? The second option has a certain attraction. As Deven Patel points out, Pat Hackett, when editing Warhol’s diaries, published in 1989, two years after he died, gave, as a reason why she chose not to use a glossary of names, that ‘it would go against—if not actually betray—the sensibility of what he was about’.⁶ (Hackett earlier co-authored Warhol’s 1980 book, POPism: The Warhol ‘60s as well as having worked extensively on The Philosophy of Andy Warhol.) Perhaps a hands-off practice has a special resonance, furthermore, for a book of ‘philosophy’, a field with an extensive history.

³ Warhol, Philosophy, 170; Kou Huaiyu, email to the author, 25 November 2020.
of publications containing expressions that have invited interpretation and debate—of exegesis. Jean-Claude Lebensztejn has proposed, regarding the wide range of existing translations of Laozi, that translators, almost by necessity, take creative liberty with ‘the indetermination of meaning resulting from the absence of inflections’ in ancient Chinese, the result inevitably being an act of interpretation.7 Then again, might Appiah’s ‘thick translation’ and an openness of meaning operate together? Aarón Lacayo, in a contribution to the growing field of ‘queer translation’, contends that if ‘translation is to be thick, it must preserve the density of unknown, irreducible bodies.’8

Figure 1 Andy Warhol, The Philosophy of Andy Warhol, trans. Augustmoon Ochiishi, front cover. Tokyo: Shinchosha, 1998.

Terms that are highly specific still can contain this type of density. While working on the Japanese translation of The Philosophy of Andy Warhol, which appeared in 1998 and is still in print (fig. 1), Augustmoon Ochiishi was puzzled by Warhol’s statement, ‘I have to take off my wings’. Most readers whose first language is English also would have been befuddled. Indeed, even the ‘B’ with


whom Warhol was in conversation within this passage of the book apparently was perplexed: ‘Say that again.’ Augustmoon explained, in an email that took the form of a poem, how she discovered the meaning of these ‘wings’. Her poem embodies the ways a word, even when it has a highly precise contextual meaning, evokes other meanings:

I will tell you my favorite anecdote.

Early on, there’s a description of Andy taking off wings, this is his morning ritual.
What are these wings?
Called up my friends who were Catholic (gay men) but nobody knew.

But then it fitted my romantic view of a sensitive Andy talking off white wings from his both shoulders in the morning
(Picture Wim’s: wings of desire).
But he uses 5 of them! Under eyes, around the mouth, one on forehead!

I called around but nobody knew.
Finally I called Lynn[e] Tillman & told the question & then Callie Angell[l] was introduced.
She the ultimate uptown girl knew every trick of that by-gone-era trade who said something like
I’ll take you to a cosmetic counter, kind of bandaid [sic] which stretches wrinkles.
It’s slightly old-fashioned.

Bingo.

So this is my favorite anecdote about wings by Angel.10

Augustmoon’s association of Warhol’s wings with an angel is magical—and poignant. Callie Angell, who had been working for several years on the catalogue raisonné of Warhol’s films, died by suicide in 2010.11

In translating The Philosophy of Andy Warhol into Chinese, Kou raised questions of meaning that put a spotlight on Warhol’s penchant for deploying language in the service of paradox, a strategy that is particularly obvious in the
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9 Augustmoon Ochiishi, email to the author, 26 June 2019; Warhol, Philosophy, 6.
11 See Gary Comenas, ‘Callie Angell Tribute’,
https://warholstars.org/callie_angell_obituary.html.
discussion of ‘nothing’ and ‘nothingness’. Readers are introduced to ‘nothing’ in the opening pages of the book: ‘I think about nothing. How it’s always in style. Always in good taste. Nothing is perfect — after all, B, it’s the opposite of nothing.’

12 Warhol, Philosophy, 8.


14 For the particulars, see Francesco Guzzetti, ‘La Filosofia di Andy Warhol and the Turmoil of Art in Italy, 1983’, Journal of Art Historiography, 26, June 2022, 18 and n77.

15 Warhol, Philosophy, 183.

16 This author still has the collection of Sartre’s writings, containing extensive passages from Being and Nothingness, assigned for a college course on existentialism (The Philosophy of Jean-Paul Sartre, ed. Robert Denoon Cumming, New York: Vintage Books, 1972). On Sartre’s significant influence in the mid-twentieth century in the United States, see Walter Kaufmann, ‘The Reception of Existentialism in the United States’, Salmagundi, 10-11, Fall 1969-Winter 1970, 83-84, where he asserts that the ‘spell Sartre has cast over generations of American students … has created an almost unique interest that courses in philosophy, religion, literature departments, and humanities have been designed to satisfy or to exploit. … That existentialism elicits greater interest in the United States than any previous philosophic movement is almost entirely due to Jean-Paul Sartre.’ On Sartre’s influence more broadly, see Alfred Betschart and Juliane Werner, eds, Sartre and the International Impact of Existentialism, Cham, CH: Palgrave Macmillan, 2020.

seeming paradox of making something out of nothing. Here are some examples: ‘the narrow path between sense and nonsense on this subject is a difficult one to tread … the less said of it the better’; ‘Nothing … whether or not the being of anything entails it, clearly does not entail that anything should be.’\textsuperscript{18}

Kou Huayiu previously had translated POPism into Chinese (fig. 2), and that experience, too, had led him to a wide array of questions on meaning. The translation was published in 2014, not so much later than the French version, in 2007 (which perhaps could have benefited from Kou’s probing approach to translation), and the German, in 2008 (more successful).\textsuperscript{19} The series of exchanges between Kou and the present author on the difficulties of translating specific passages in POPism inspired an essay on specific translation issues raised by the experience, and, now, the ‘Translating Warhol’ project.\textsuperscript{20} Kou’s questions corroborate a point that Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak repeatedly has made: translation is ‘the most intimate act of reading’.\textsuperscript{21} Elaborating on this point, Spivak has proposed, within a discussion of the

\textsuperscript{18} Heath, ‘Nothing’, 524 and 525, respectively.
\textsuperscript{20} Reva Wolf and Kou Huaiyu, ‘Cosmic Jokes and Tangerine Flake: Translating Andy Warhol’s POPism’ / 宇宙的玩笑与橙色亮片漆：译介安迪·沃霍尔《波普注意》, in Art as Life/Art as Idea: Complementary Modernisms in China and the United States / 艺术：生活或观念：交互视野下的中国和美国的现代艺术, ed. Zhang Jian and E. Bruce Robertson, Goleta, CA: Punctum Books, 2020, 82-121; available, open access, at: \url{https://www.jstor.org/stable/j.ctv16zk03m}. This publication developed out of a conference of the same title held at the China Academy of Art, Hangzhou, in 2016; an earlier version of the conference proceedings was put out by the China Academy of Art in 2017.
\textsuperscript{21} Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak (quoting herself, from her ‘Translator’s Note’ for Aimé Césaire’s Une saison au Congo), ‘Translation as Culture’, included in the collection of Spivak’s essays, An Aesthetic Education in the Era of Globalization, Cambridge, MA, and London:

![Figure 2 Andy Warhol and Pat Hackett, POPism: The Warhol ‘60s, trans. Kou Huaiyu, front cover. Henan University Press, 2014.](image-url)
hazards and promises of the field of Comparative Literature, that when reconsidering ‘comparativism, we think of translation as an active rather than a prosthetic practice. I have often said that translation is the most intimate act of reading. Thus translation comes to inhabit the new politics of comparativism as reading itself, in the broadest possible sense.’ Translation, then, is a way to gain a closeness through careful reading.

However, as the ‘Translating Warhol’ papers reveal, the kinds of intimate reading Spivak describes can only occur when the translator has the time and the will to get close. Still, no matter how conscientious and well-intentioned the translator, it is all but impossible not to err somewhere. In his discussion of the 1983 Italian translation of The Philosophy of Andy Warhol, Francesco Guzzetti observes, as a general point, that the ‘major challenge was to capture the colloquial, ordinary, sometimes trivial tone and language of the original. The result was less than successful in conveying this voice. It is not necessarily the fault of the translators. Some expressions are impossible to render in Italian.’ The book’s parenthetical subtitle, (From A to B and Back Again), was not included in the Italian version, as Guzzetti points out, and the omission is perhaps indicative of the translator’s inability to capture the book’s tenor (or ‘the right tone’, as Jean-Claude Lebensztejn puts it).

Before further probing the challenges the subtitle poses, it is worth considering more generally the significance of the choices made by translators and their publishers regarding outward appearances: book titles and cover images. In the case of the Italian edition of Philosophy, Guzzetti highlights the extremely interesting choice to have the book’s cover feature a photograph of Warhol wearing a wig and make up. In Italy, this image would have had a particular resonance in connection with Warhol’s painting series of transvestites and transexuals, Ladies and Gentlemen (1975), which had been commissioned by an Italian art dealer and exhibited in Italy in 1975 and 1976. At the same time, as Guzzetti observes, the Philosophy cover photo emphasizes the interplay of reality and appearance that is a


26 On Ladies and Gentlemen and Italy, see Guzzetti, ‘La Filosofia di Andy Warhol and the Turmoil of Art’, 8-9.
theme of *The Philosophy of Andy Warhol*.27 (This theme is manifested, for example, in the dialogue mentioned above about whether Ursula Andress was or looked short.) In her discussion of the German translation of *POPism*, Nina Schleif calls attention to the fact that the title was left in English instead of being rendered in German as *POPismus*. (In the French version it was translated—*Popisme*.) Schleif proposes that this choice was made to give the book a specifically American sound and look, coordinating with a cover design of red, white, and blue letters and a picture of Warhol in a grocery store pushing a cart loaded with merchandise.28 Other cues, in addition to what is seen, are enlisted when the translation of Warhol to highlight his identity as an American occurs in television. Jean Wainwright considers, among other details, the ways music and other sounds mix with visual elements in the 2022 BBC Two television documentary *Andy Warhol’s America* to cast Warhol as a reflection of the United States.29

Returning now to the subtitle (From *A* to *B* and Back Again) of the *The Philosophy of Andy Warhol*, it is impossible, without some background knowledge, to grasp what this subtitle signifies. As Kou worked with care on his Chinese translation of the book (as yet unpublished), he sought guidance on the subtitle’s meaning, asking two important questions that reveal why the subtitle might be challenging to understand, and, therefore, to translate (perhaps also a reason for its omission in the Italian version, although the significance of the alphabet letters would be more obvious for someone whose first language is Italian than for someone whose first language is Chinese): ‘Does “From *A* to *B* & Back Again” mean phone calls made by *A* to *B* again and again? Is the meaning of the title clear to a native speaker or [must] one … read the book before being able to figure out what it means?’30 The response was long, with the aim of providing a sense of the several possible meanings that exist:

On one level, it refers to Warhol’s conversations with Brigid Berlin or Bob Colacello or any ‘*B*.’ But it is meant also to playfully refer to ‘from *A* to *Z*,’ which is an idiomatic expression, alluding to the English alphabet, that means ‘everything.’ In other words, a book containing the ‘*a* to *z*’ of philosophy would contain everything; containing ‘*a* to *b*’ is very little. … The reference to Andy and Brigid (or any other ‘*B*’) comes only after reading the book and knowing about the people. (Here is an interesting association, though it might be a coincidence: the novel *To the Lighthouse* by Virginia Woolf includes a character—the husband, Mr. Ramsay—who is a philosopher making his way through the alphabet, each letter representing a concept; he gets to the letter ‘*Q*’ and then is unable to progress to ‘*R*.’) There

28 See Schleif, ‘*Schnecken, Schlitzmonger, and Poltergeist*’, 20-22 and figure 3.
30 Kou Huaiyu, email to the author, 22 October 2020.
also is an expression in English, ‘getting from point A to point B,’ which refers to how we make logical inferences that lead us from one thing to the next … another association that a native speaker could make.\(^{31}\)

The German version of *The Philosophy of Andy Warhol*, published eight years after the Italian, in 1991 (shortly after the fall of the Berlin Wall, probably not by coincidence),\(^ {32}\) and reissued in 2006, *does* include the subtitle, without the parentheses but otherwise rendered literally—*Die Philosophie des Andy Warhol von A nach B und zurück*—although, like the Italian, the translation was flawed (Schleif considers it to be the ‘most negligent and faulty’ of all the German translations of Warhol’s writings).\(^ {33}\)

These defects are reminders that Ai Weiwei’s assertion *The Philosophy of Andy Warhol* is ‘easy to read’ is a bit misleading. In his book, Warhol even proposed that he preferred misunderstandings (and he set up situations for their occurrence):

> If people never misunderstand you, and if they do everything exactly the way you tell them to, they’re just transmitters of your ideas, and you get bored with that. But when you work with people who misunderstand you, instead of getting *transmissions* you get *transmutations*, and that’s much more interesting in the long run.\(^ {34}\)

Elaine Rusinko highlights this passage in her paper, ‘Andy and Julia in Rusyn’, calling attention to potentially problematic questions of human interaction that Warhol’s idea of ‘transmutation’ raises, specifically concerning Warhol’s
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\(^{34}\) Warhol, *Philosophy*, 99.
relationship with his mother. There certainly are a lot of transmutations in the translation of Warhol’s words, as the ‘Translating Warhol’ papers by Guzzetti, Schleif, and perhaps above all, Jean-Claude Lebensztejn, attest.

Notes toward a history of translating Warhol

Some of the earliest translations of Warhol’s writings into another language are in French. A French version of Philosophy came out in 1977, just two years after its publication in English. And excerpts of the first chapter appeared still earlier in German, within a 1976 book on Warhol by the art historian Rainer Crone. If these early French and German translations might be expected, an overview of the history of translations of Warhol’s writings yields some surprises. Among the earliest translations are renderings of the experimental book, a: A Novel, originally published in 1968 by Grove Press. With its fragmented and often disconnected dialogue, which had been loosely transcribed from tape recordings, it would be impossible to imagine even Ai Weiwei describing this work as easy to read. Its classification as a work of experimental writing led to favorable reviews in Italy in 1969, to excerpts being translated into French in 1970 and 1975, and, quite remarkably, to a German translation of the entire book in 1971 (and, also remarkable, an excellent one at that, as Nina Schleif discovered, its high quality standing in sharp contrast to the German rendering of The Philosophy of Andy Warhol, despite the latter’s seemingly more simple language).
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The earliest translations of Warhol’s words are excerpts from interviews. Passages of a now-famous interview with Gene Swenson, published in a 1963 issue of ARTnews magazine, appeared in Swedish the following year, in Bonniers Litterära Magasin (fig. 3), and then in German in 1965, within a book on Pop art. This same interview was rendered in Italian in 1967, again in a book on Pop art. When the translation is of excerpts, what is included and what omitted can be revealing, as Schleif observes in comparing the 1965 German version of the Swenson interview with later ones, of 1970 and 1971. A similar editorial process occurs when Warhol’s work and life are translated for television, as Jean Wainwright highlights: ‘decisions were made to throw some aspects into sharper focus while leaving out others altogether, either because they were superfluous to the narrative or they did not fit the framework.’

The dialogues contained within Warhol’s films also have on occasion been translated, through the use of dubbing or subtitles, in the form of published scripts, and in the physical transfer from one medium to another. Nina Schleif found that the sexually explicit and politically charged Blue Movie, filmed in 1968 and first released in 1969, was screened in West Germany, and that it was dubbed, as was then common practice, and that the published film script, which came out in the United States in 1970, was published in German just one year later, in 1971 (a published film script itself being a kind of translation). Jean-Claude Lebensztejn makes note of the absurdity of using subtitles when the dialogues are often deliberately difficult or impossible to understand for audience members whose first language is English. He additionally draws attention to how the transference of the physical medium of the films to video and, nowadays, to digital, is itself a form of mistranslation in its alteration of the very appearance of the films.

With their sometimes incomprehensible dialogue, Warhol’s films reenact, or perhaps symbolically represent, the gaps in human understanding that occur regularly in the course of human conversation. The idea is articulated in the Philosophy book when Warhol claims to prefer ‘transmutations’ to ‘transmissions’. In ‘Andy and Julia in Rusyn’, Elaine Rusinko connects this assertion to Warhol’s mother’s dialogue in the 1966 film, The George Hamilton Story (which was never printed or shown publicly during his lifetime). Rusinko observes that posthumous analyses of the film have made note of Julia Warhola’s nearly unintelligible words, and that her conversation with her co-star, Richard Rheem, is ‘filled with imprecise
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41 Schleif, ‘Schnecken, Schlitzmonger, and Poltergeist’, 11-12, 16-19.

42 Lebensztejn, ‘Warhol in French’, 8-12.
formulations, misunderstandings, and mispronunciations’, and, moreover, that these lacunae are in fact the focus of Warhol’s film.\textsuperscript{43}

In 1970, Warhol created three video Factory Diaries of his mother speaking her native Rusyn. At the time she was quite ill, with only a few years remaining, as Warhol certainly could see, and the videos gave him a mechanism through which to hold on to and preserve her voice, image, and expression. Rusinko proposes that ‘Warhol presumably did not anticipate that the tapes would ever be translated. Consequently, they represent private, unmediated interactions between mother and son’.\textsuperscript{44} The dialogue in these videos, as in The George Hamilton Story, takes difficulties of communication as its subject. Rusinko, who is the first person to have translated the language in these videos, points out that in one of them, Julia Warhola frequently asks her son, ‘do you understand?’ (rozumish?). In another, she asks, now in English, ‘What’s there, Andy? He understand, Andy? Nobody understand. I not happy, Andy.’\textsuperscript{45} These words poignantly represent the basic need and desire to be understood and the frustration that results when understanding appears unattainable.

The importance of translation for understanding also is relevant when elements of identity are either revealed or concealed through the choices of translators and publishers. Annika Öhrner suggests that Warhol’s exploration of gender identity in his films could be discussed more openly in Sweden in the late 1960s than in the United States and provides as an example a 1968 newspaper article by the artist Öyvind Fahlström.\textsuperscript{46} In France, the excerpts of a: A Novel that were translated in 1970 appeared under a title that served to emphasize any gay content: ‘How to Become a Professional Homosexual’ (‘Comment devenir un homosexuel professionnel’).\textsuperscript{47} Meanwhile, in the early 1970s, in India, the artist Bhupen Khakhar, by imitating Warhol’s persona, would almost seem to suggest that ‘how to become’ is to perform—a kind of translation-through-doing in accordance with the idea of the poet, literary scholar, and translator A. K. Ramanujan that ‘only a poem can translate a poem’, as Deven Patel proposes, drawing upon studies in the growing field of ‘queer translation’.\textsuperscript{48} The cover of the 1983 Italian translation of The Philosophy of Andy Warhol, showing the artist ‘in drag’, might be understood, like the French ‘Comment devenir un homosexuel professionnel’ as foregrounding Warhol’s exploration of sexual identity.

These perspectives on Warhol’s identity have not always advanced forward in translations of his books. In fact, the 2007 French translation of POPism ‘normalizes’ Warhol, as Jean-Claude Lebensztejn puts it, with ‘queers’ becoming ‘weirdos’ (ces types bizarres), for example. The idea of ‘normalizing’ is echoed in

\textsuperscript{43} Rusinko, ‘Andy and Julia in Rusyn’, 20 and 15, respectively.
\textsuperscript{44} Rusinko, ‘Andy and Julia in Rusyn’, 8.
\textsuperscript{45} Rusinko, ‘Andy and Julia in Rusyn’, 11, 12.
\textsuperscript{46} Öhrner, ‘Warhol in Translation, Stockholm 1968’, 11-12.
\textsuperscript{47} Lebensztejn, ‘Warhol in French’, 1-2, n4.
Nina Schleif’s observation that the German edition of *POPism*, coming late in the chronology of Warhol translations, fit into an understanding of Warhol ‘as mainstream—as history.’\(^49\) Lebensztejn reveals how translation can be akin to censorship, whether conscious or otherwise. As the literary scholar Max Kramer similarly observed, a ‘queer projection … is bound to uncover a particularly intense *living-on* of denial and censorship in the translated texts of the modern period.’\(^50\) Kramer gives as a case study the reference to someone’s eyes (*Ses Yeux*) in Arthur Rimbaud’s poem ‘Vowels’ (*‘Voyelles’*, first published in 1883), translated variously to be the eyes of a woman, a man, God, or a child. When the text in question is less ambiguous, however, as in Warhol’s ‘queers’, the censorship resulting from the mistranslation seems less understandable. Not translating at all is also a form of censorship, of course. In certain places, such as Spain under the dictator Francisco Franco, Warhol’s paintings, films, and books were prohibited by law.\(^51\)

**Translation and understanding**

‘Translating Warhol’ also explores in various ways the significance of the etymology and meaning of ‘to translate’. Jean-Claude Lebensztejn points out that in French, in the Littré dictionary, the first meaning of *traduire* is ‘to transfer’. To transfer is to move, but its meaning might extend to ‘transference’. Lebensztejn observes, elsewhere in his study: ‘It is in their lapses and failures that translators insert their own fantasies’.\(^52\) Cultural ‘transfer’, understood as a form of translation by the historian Michel Espagne, is the framework within which Annika Öhrner situates her discussion of the 1968 Warhol exhibition in Stockholm.\(^53\) In the same spirit, Deven Patel brings to the discussion another ‘trans’ word, ‘transposition’, underscoring A.K. Ramanujan’s assertion that ‘translations are never finished, only abandoned.’\(^54\)

When Ai Weiwei celebrated the ‘easy’ language in Warhol’s *Philosophy* book, he envisioned the writing as symbolic of a particular spirit of democratization that he saw in Warhol: ‘I think Warhol would have dreamed to have the Internet. If you


\(^52\) Lebensztejn, ‘Warhol in French’, 8 and 6, respectively.


study Andy Warhol’s philosophy from A to Z and back again, then every sentence is like a Twitter sentence. It’s very interesting, light communication; not old democratic, but new democratic. That’s very important.\(^{55}\) When the first translations of Warhol’s writings into other languages were being produced, similar conceptions of him were circulating and these ideas sometimes affected the results. Nina Schleif proposes that the dream of a democratic art led in part to the creation of the early translations of Warhol into German. The vison of Warhol as an equalizer resonated with West German audiences because it had an air of familiarity, easily associated with the ideas of the so-called Frankfurt School or with Joseph Beuys’ dictum, ‘everyone is an artist’.\(^{56}\) In Sweden, Annika Öhrner contends, Warhol was ‘translated’ in the context of a similarly socialist spirit. Öhrner notes that when the 1968 Warhol exhibition opened in Stockholm, ‘issues of repetition, of art and democracy, and of original and copy were already cherished themes in the Swedish cultural debate and among artists, as illustrated by Multikonst, an exhibition [of 1967] which had an immense impact through the televised circulation of its openings, art and ideas’.\(^{57}\) Öhrner explains how the use of reproduction in Multikonst was a means by which to create art that would be affordable to all and suggests that this spirit led to the focus on repetition in the Warhol show at the Moderna Museet in Stockholm one year later. Alternately, the shifting winds of culture and politics led to a revised perception, or a ‘disturbance’ (turbamento), in the 1980s, whereby, Francesco Guzzetti observes, in the writings of the art critic Germano Celant, Warhol becomes the ‘Marx’ of Pop art, celebrating the very aspects of capitalism (stars, businessmen, models, boxers, rock singers) that Beuys or the Multikonst artists had rejected, at least on the surface.\(^{58}\)

Perhaps a nagging question has remained in the back of the reader’s mind while moving through this discussion: isn’t it the case that Warhol didn’t actually write ‘his’ books or even utter some of the words in published interviews? Therefore, why bother to study translations of what is not, may not be, or only partially captures, the artist’s own voice? The answer to this question, as suggested in the introduction to the present study, is that while Warhol’s books and interviews are collaborations, they are also ‘by’ Warhol, and about him and in his voice (however performative that voice might be). These works should not be understood as being either by him, or not, but as something more messy, a mixture. The debate about whether the publications should be considered ‘by’ Warhol has continued for some decades; maybe it is ready to be declared exhausted.\(^{59}\) ‘Translating Warhol’ provides an example of how the conversation might shift direction entirely. So many questions regarding the relationship between Warhol’s writings and his

\(^{55}\) Pryor, ‘The Radical Influence of Drella’.

\(^{56}\) Schleif, ‘Schnecken, Schlitzmonger, and Poltergeist’, 3-6, 15, 17-18.


\(^{58}\) Guzzetti, ‘La Filosofia di Andy Warhol and the Turmoil of Art’, 15.

\(^{59}\) A recent article to delve into this ongoing conversation is Carmen Merport Quiñones, ‘Reading Color: Looking through Language in Warhol’, Criticism, 59: 4, Fall 2017, 511-38.
visual art remain virtually unexplored, including, until now, the history and significance of the numerous translations of his words. ‘Translating Warhol’ opens the door to this extensive and fascinating field of inquiry and suggests a wide range of possibilities for further exploration. The translations of Warhol extend Warhol’s collaborative approach to crafting language as a way to transmute and yet also to promote the human understanding Julia Warhola pleaded for in the *Factory Diaries*, and that, in the end, we all seek.
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